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Abstract 
This MSc thesis evaluates the lethal use of drones by governments through the normative aspect of the                 
legitimacy. The question this thesis tries to answer is which factors can influence the public’s               
perception of the moral legitimacy of drones. It does so by studying moral legitimacy from different                
perspectives and by critically evaluating the existing literature on drones. Through the use of survey               
experiments, this thesis gathered data on the perception of Dutch students on the moral legitimacy of                
drones. It finds that the lethal use of drones by governments can be perceived as significantly more                 
morally acceptable when the government is open and clear around the intended goals and the results                
of the drone deployment. It also finds that, counter-intuitively, it is not important whether the use of                 
drones was actually beneficial for the common good of the country. Therefore, this thesis provides an                
argument in favour of the prevalence of national norms and values over the general or universal                
principles of morality when assessing the moral legitimacy of drones. The findings of this thesis are                
important as most of the literature on drones so far is focused on the legality of using drones and is                    
also focused on the US. This thesis makes an empirical contribution to the moral literature on drones                 
and adds to European data on drones. European governments can benefit from the findings of this                
thesis as the right procedural framework for the use of drones can enlarge public support. 
Keywords:​ drones, legitimacy, moral, perception, transparency, common good  
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Introduction 
On Tuesday 4th of August 2009, the leader of the Pakistani Taliban Baitullah Mehsud was killed by a                  
pair of Hellfire missiles. It was an American Predator drone which destroyed the entire house (Callam,                
2010). The drone, controlled by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), had killed Mehsud himself,              
one of his officers and seven bodyguards, his father-in-law, his mother-in-law, his wife and his uncle.                
The elimination of Mehsud was major news for Pakistan, the United States, and the international               
community (Khan, 2009). It was reported afterwards that it took sixteen drone strikes over a period of                 
a year to finally take Mehsud out, which also claimed between 207 and 321 additional casualties                
(Callam, 2010). The CIA called the use of drones very effective but the Pakistanis generally condemn                
these strikes because of unnecessary casualties. Callam (2010) reports that between the years 2006              
and 2010 in Pakistan, between 750 and 1000 people died by 82 drone strikes. Callam (2010) further                 
argues that this high level of civilian casualties might actually solidify the popular support of Islamic                
militants which in turn may prevent success of the intervention in the region. This is because both the                  
enemy as the local civilians perceive drones as ‘evil’ and hence are more likely to support each other.                  
Unfortunately, the academic literature is rather divided on the claim that drones are immoral or               
unethical to use. This thesis will investigate the public’s perception on the morality of drones, whether                
people perceive drones as morally acceptable and what constitutes morally acceptable. 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are the official name of drones and can range in size, capabilities                
and purposes (Mayer, 2015). Of interest in this thesis will be the unmanned combat aerial vehicles                
(UCAVs), which are small self-propelled planes controlled remotely from the ground, a navy vessel              
or even another plane and are able to fire missiles at targets with high precision from high altitudes.                  
These are also popularly called drones and this thesis will refer to them as drones hereinafter.                
Although not entirely new, the lethal use of drones has only started in 2001 by the US (Franke, 2014).                   
Since then, drones have received criticism by international organisations, non-governmental          
organisations, celebrities, officials, experts and popular groups (Franke, 2014; Kreps and Wallace,            
2016). These criticisms are often deeming the use of drones and the act of targeted killings unethical                 
because they resemble assassinations (e.g. Kilcullen and McDonald Exum, 2009), or because they are              
causing unnecessary physical and psychological harm, both on local civilians as well as on the pilots                
(e.g. Callam, 2010; Benjamin, 2013; Cronin, 2013; Rogers and Hill, 2014). Nonetheless, many             
countries are very interested in either buying or developing drones, including the drones that can fire                
missiles, and the number is increasing (Franke, 2014; Kreps, 2017). Since many of modern-day              
governments are relying on some sort of popular support, it is important that the use of military                 
technologies is also deemed legitimate by the public. 
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The issue of the legitimacy of drones has interested scholars in the last decade as well. For example, it                   
is interesting to see figures on the perception of US citizens when asked about drone strikes by the                  
Pew Research Center for the People and the Press (2015): the US public supports the use of drones                  
but not overwhelmingly (58%). Most concerns raised by the US public are over issues concerning               
international law in the field of ​jus in bello​, i.e. the rules regarding how to conduct war (Kreps and                   
Wallace, 2016). Apart from this legal concern, the US public seems less concerned about the               
possibility that US drone strikes could induce repercussions and retaliation from terrorist            
organisations (merely 31% answered with ‘very concerned’ out of a four-point scale) or that they               
would damage the US reputation globally (24%) (Pew Research Center for the People and the Press,                
2015).  
Reflecting this American focus on legality, most of the academic debate on the legitimacy of drones is                 
indeed primarily discussing the legal legitimacy. Paust (2011) holds that the use of drones by the US                 
for targeted killings in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Yemen have complied with international law.             
McNab and Drake (2011) argue that changing international law now, which could include a ban or                
moratorium on the use of drones, would be a flawed change. This is because the technology is rapidly                  
evolving and the law would most likely be incomplete and quickly obsolete. Joshi and Stein (2013)                
compare the drone technology to World War II and other historical technologies. They conclude that               
these were deemed to provide an asymmetric global balance of power but are now widely legalised.  
These authors tend to make conclusions regarding the morality of drones based on legal arguments:               
because they are within the boundaries of existing law, the use of drones are deemed legitimate by                 
these authors. However, when consulting the literature on legitimacy, legitimacy can indeed be seen              
through a number of dimensions. For example, Beetham (1991) identified three dimensions by             
considering whether an authority plays by the legal rules, whether these legal rules are based on social                 
norms and values, and whether authorities can mobilise express consent. These largely overlap with              
the three dimensions by Fallon (2005): legal legitimacy, moral legitimacy and social legitimacy. So              
authors often establish parameters or standard on which to determine the legality of actions of               
authorities, such as civil codes or international law. For social legitimacy, this often includes              
indicators such as trust and popular support. However, for moral legitimacy, one has to assess a                
certain moral standard, which brings us into moral philosophy. As for the use of drones, scholars have                 
empirically investigated its legal legitimacy (e.g. Gelpi, Feaver and Reifler, 2009; Drake, 2011; Joshi              
and Stein, 2013) but this is not sufficient to claim that they are also morally legitimate. So far there                   
has not been any empirical data as to which moral standard should be used for determining the moral                  
legitimacy of drones.  
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Therefore, the scope of this thesis is precisely to address the empirical gap on the moral legitimacy of                  
drones. Furthermore, even though the US has used drones the most, many other countries across the                
world (over 70 reportedly) do so too (Franke, 2014). Yet, most of the academic research is concerned                 
with the US alone. As the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press (2015) have shown, 35%                   
of the US public disapproves the use of drones. However, two years earlier, the Pew Research Center                 
(2013) have measured public support for drones in EU countries. Most surveyed countries (17 out of                
20) showed a considerable opposition to the use of drones (Pew Research Center, 2013). For example;                
Germany (59% disapprove), France (63% disapprove), Spain (76% disapprove) and Greece (90%            
disapprove). This discrepancy between US and European support for drones as a whole is quite               
significant. It is therefore important to study which factors influence popular support for drone strikes               
here in Europe as opposed to the US. In this study I aim to address this partially by providing                   
empirical data on one European country, the Netherlands. This empirical data is also needed for every                
other European country which could be expected to develop or use drones in the future (Strawser,                
2013; Franke, 2014). It is especially important to identify how moral legitimacy of drones can be                
generated by governments as they can profit from it by adjusting their policies around drones so that it                  
may be supported more strongly by their public or supported by a larger public.  
Hence, the central research question of this thesis is: ​Which factors can influence the perception of                
moral legitimacy of drones? 
First, I will assess the relevant literature concerning legitimacy, as this concept has been widely               
researched. I will link legitimacy to contemporary warfare and link the relevant literature on drones to                
legitimacy as well. Second, based on literature from political science, social science and moral              
philosophy, the theoretical framework of this thesis proposes two normative values that could             
potentially influence the public’s perception of the moral legitimacy of drones. The first hypothesis              
holds that increased transparency around the goals and results of drones by the government increases               
the perception of moral legitimacy of drones. The second hypothesis holds that this perception              
increases if the use of drones was beneficial for the common good of the nation. Third, I will explain                   
in the methodology section that I will test these hypotheses empirically through survey experiments              
and the reasons for why I will use a sample of Dutch students. This section also explains the design of                    
the survey experiments. In the results section, I will quantitatively analyse the answers from the               
survey experiment through factorial ANOVAs. Lastly, the conclusion section will provide a            
discussion on the main findings of the thesis and provide recommendations for future research.  
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Literature review 
Legitimacy 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are currently among the most debated topics in military and              
international spheres, and are employed by over 70 countries (Franke, 2014). Ever since the use of                
drones in conflict areas by the US, public awareness has spiked and now this new military technology                 
is under scrutiny from several directions. It is not the UAV in general that are at the core of the                    
debate, but rather the missile-firing drones that can take out targets, such as buildings or humans.                
These are owned by select group of countries including China, Iran, the UK, the US and Israel                 
(Franke, 2014). Many call out drone strikes to be immoral, unethical or potentially illegal in some                
instances (Kilcullen and McDonald Exum, 2009; Beaumont, 2012; Benjamin, 2013; Strawser, 2013;            
Rogers and Hill, 2014; Abbas, 2018). They touch upon the legitimacy of the weapon as part of a                  
military strategy or defense/security policy. Every military weapon is subjected to rules (Strawser,             
2013; Williams, 2013); rules which can be legal of nature, logical, moral, customary or institutional               
(Foldvary, 2012). New weapons are also subjected to the question whether they are legitimate based               
on these existing rules (Strawser, 2013). I will hence first assess the concurrent debate on legitimacy                
before delving deeper into the legitimacy of drones. 
Legitimacy is a widely researched topic but also evenly complex and interpreted in many ways.               
Legitimacy as a political concept is broadly conceived as “the capacity of the system to engender and                 
maintain the belief that the existing political institutions are the most appropriate for the society”               
(Lipset, 1959, p.86). Here, Lipset (1959) focused on the fact that a ‘belief’ should exist. It was only in                   
late 20th century that scholars gained interest in exploring it further and also testing it empirically.                
Easton (1975, p.444), as one of those first scholars, defined legitimacy as “the conviction that it is                 
right … to obey the authorities and to abide by its requirements.” This focuses more on the part that                   
an essential part of legitimation rests on support (albeit diffused support: not necessarily explicit).              
Easton (1975) furthermore identified two dimensions of legitimacy, which can be seen as ‘objects’ of               
legitimacy: these are regimes and incumbent authorities, as both can receive political support. 
Building on Easton’s work (1975), many authors explored various aspects of political support which I               
will highlight now. For example, Dogan (1992) found that a high level of corruption is one of the                  
important symptoms of delegitimation. He furthermore explains how in European democracies,           
people might indeed not trust certain institutions, but still have faith in the system they are                
subordinated in. In other words, trust in and legitimacy of authorities are related but not the same.                 
Norris (1999) defined legitimacy in much more detail. She increased Easton’s (1975) two dimensions              
of legitimacy into five dimensions: These would be Easton’s dimensions (1) regime institutions, (2)              
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incumbent leaders, plus (3) the political community (usually civil society), (4) regime principles, and              
(5) regime performance or effectiveness. Norris (1999) also relates these dimensions to voting             
behaviour, the possibility of revolts and political protest. It shows how legitimacy can be won,               
maintained, but also lost as soon as you lose legitimacy on these dimensions. The existence of these                 
dimensions have been empirically confirmed by several researchers (Clarke, Kornberg and Stewart,            
1984; Canache, 2002; Booth and Seligson, 2005). Clarke, Kornberg and Stewart (1984) identified             
multiple hierarchical levels of support during the threat of Quebecois separatism; Canache (2002)             
identified three interrelated dimensions of popular support in Venezuela; and Booth and Seligson             
(2005) used all five of Norris’ (1999) dimensions to assess popular trust in Costa Rica.  
Legitimacy has been researched in various disciplines, such as sociology, political science,            
international relations, philosophy and law. As this thesis is concerned with the morality of              
international military means, it touches upon many of these disciplines but still falls predominantly              
within political science and international relations. These disciplines have always been more            
concerned with the normative approach to legitimacy, considering how authorities can attain            
legitimacy (Beetham, 1991). They are concerned with what is acceptable and which rules should be               
the basis for it. Beetham (2006) considered both approaches and states that the more a power structure                 
relies on its subjects for the attainment of its goals, the more crucial it is that their relationship is                   
construed through the acknowledgement of mutual rights, duties and morals. This is especially true              
for modern nation-states. They require their subjects to not only pay taxes, but also to cooperate and                 
abide by its policies in order for the whole system to work. Beetham (1991) suggested to evaluate                 
legitimacy through three dimensions that constitute legitimacy. He considers whether an authority is             
exercising its powers according to the rules; whether those rules are according to social norms and                
values; and whether the authority has the capacity to mobilise expressed consent of the system               
(Beetham, 1991). This conceptualisation of legitimacy will form the general basis of this thesis, as the                
second dimension allows the direct assessing of social values, and the third dimension allows for               
measuring whether the public expressly agree with the use of drones.  
Another useful conceptualisation of legitimacy has been provided by Schmidt (2013). She also             
provides three types of legitimacy: input, output and throughput. Input legitimacy refers to the              
participatory quality of the process that leads to legal regulations; output legitimacy refers to the               
effectiveness and of these laws; throughput legitimacy refers to the ‘black box’ in between these two,                
or the internal processes and intermediation with the public (Schmidt, 2013, p. 4-5). Although she               
focused mostly on the legitimacy of the EU, it also holds true for national governments. Input                
legitimacy can refer to things like fair elections and representation; Output legitimacy can refer to               
things like economic prosperity and stability; Throughput legitimacy can refer to check and balances              
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and integrity (Mazepus, 2017).  
Assessing drone legitimacy is assessing the legitimacy of a specific government policy and not              
necessarily the legitimacy of the authorities as a whole. It must hence be noted that citizens might be                  
largely supporting their regime, its institutions, the nation and its principles, and the incumbent              
leaders, yet they might find certain actions of their regime completely illegitimate (e.g. see              
Heinikoski, 2017, who describes the handling of the migration crisis by the EU as an illegitimate act).                 
In fact, Adler (2005) shows that for every choice situation a decision maker is confronted with, such                 
as military commanders, there is some morally permissible and justified choice, which perhaps is a               
choice that sacrifices legitimacy for the sake of other (democratic) values.  
Indeed, in terms of legitimacy, Adler (2005) and also Fallon (2005) show that for every choice a                 
governmental or agency decision maker has to make, its result ranks somewhere on the scales of                
sociological legitimacy, legal legitimacy, and moral legitimacy. Sociological legitimacy concerns          
whether subordinates accept the regime, or at least most parts of it (Fallon, 2005). It concerns whether                 
they trust it, support it, and whether subordinates find the regime justified to exercise its powers and                 
authority. This trust and support aspect coincides with the legitimacy literature discussed earlier             
(Easton, 1975; Beetham, 1991; Norris, 1999). Then there is the legal legitimacy of a regime, which                
concerns the legality of authoritative powers. Specific, to-the-point and unambiguous statutes can be             
understood as enhancing a regime’s legal legitimacy (Fallon, 2005). Fallon (2005) explains that these              
two types of legitimacy do intertwine in different ways, but still are distinct. Even if a regime or                  
action of a regime enjoys sociological legitimacy or is legally sound, it may still be morally                
unjustified, hence lacking moral legitimacy (Fallon, 2005). Also the other way around, the act of a                
regime might be illegal but morally justified and hence morally legitimate. Fallon (2005) provides the               
prime example of former US President Lincoln abolishing slavery against the legal rules of the               
Constitution. It was also socially illegitimate as many opposed it and protested. Yet, it was morally                
justified, providing the act with moral legitimacy. Moral legitimacy is distinguished by the other two               
types of legitimacy (social and legal) by its more normative nature: “Moral legitimacy means in               
accord with the rules of an ethic” (Foldvary, 2012, p.724). Therefore, its actions can be morally                
illegitimate when it is not in accord with moral criteria, relative to a moral standard (Foldvary, 2012).  
Moral legitimacy is a more evaluative source of legitimation in contrast to legal legitimacy or               
sociological legitimacy, because of its normative nature (Kibler and Kautonen, 2016). Thus, unlike             
externally enforced laws, moral standards are ‘internalised’ by all subjects of a regime and their               
behaviour is guided by a sense of what is good for the whole system and by the dedication and                   
adherence of common values (Kibler and Kautonen, 2016). Within this framework, the actions of any               
individual can be perceived by others as desirable, proper, appropriate or acceptable (Suchman, 1995;              
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Tyler, 2006). This notion of moral legitimacy really focuses on the individual level of analysis. 
I will now continue to link the literature on legitimacy to the literature on drones. 
Drones 
It is important to investigate the moral legitimacy of drones for a number of reasons. Although much                 
has been written on the topic of drones, the majority of it is US-centred and official empirical data is                   
lacking (Strawser, 2010; Franke, 2014). Moreover, drones are an increasingly pertinent military            
technology to investigate due to recent changes in contemporary warfare. For example, during the              
21st century, Western states experience a broadening number of security challenges (Kaldor, 2007).             
These include a new type of terrorists, which employ communication techniques in a corporate              
manner; the increased significance of other (violent) non-state actors (Kaldor, 2007; Wenger and             
Mason, 2008); and internecine hybrid warfare, making warfare irrevocably different from traditional            
interstate wars (Hoffman, 2007). The US for example has already publicly acknowledged these new              
security challenges in 2005 and is hence preparing for competitors who will use not just a                
conventional form and chronology of war, but all forms of war at any given time (Hoffman, 2007).                 
Modern nation-states should prepare for a diversifying and broadening battlespace, which can be on              
the ground, at sea, in cyberspace or airspace (Charap, 2015, Thornton, 2015). However, nation-states              
are generally experiencing demilitarisation of their society in terms of personnel (Shaw, 1991), whilst              
experiencing increased militarisation of their society in terms of economy and businesses (Kirk and              
Okazawa-Rey, 2000; Wenger and Mason, 2008). This boils down to the trend that modern              
nation-states are seeking a technological and qualitative advantage in every battlespace (Shaw, 1991;             
Wenger and Mason, 2008). 
This has been apparent in recent military developments of airspace, as we witness states investing in                
technologies such as remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) and unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV),             
both commonly known as drones (Schroer, 2016). Airspace indeed becomes more contested as not              
only states have advanced weapons and anti-aircraft equipment but also non-state actors, as modes of               
conflict start to overlap (Wenger and Mason, 2008; Mayer, 2015; Thornton, 2015). Building on these               
military trends, Mayer (2015) further explains that the need for drones in contested airspace has               
become prominent, as drones provide unprecedented situational awareness and reduced risk for            
military personnel. This development in militarisation and the contention of airspace means RPAs and              
drones are most likely not going to be relinquished by states, regardless of whether this is positive or                  
not (Strawser, 2010; Franke, 2014; Mayer, 2015).  
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The academic debate on the use of drones and whether it is acceptable to continue developing and                 
using them, is rather new, muddled and often ill-founded (Strawser, 2013; Franke, 2014). First off, the                
drone debate is new, because the actual use of missile-firing drones in conflict zones only dates back                 
to October 2001, when the US used their drones to take out a target in Afghanistan (Blom, 2009).                  
Also because scholars only really started to take interest in the weapon around 2010 (Blom, 2009),                
when a large number of non-governmental organisations (NGO) and international organisations (IO)            
started to raise awareness about the innocent civilians that were hurt in drone strikes in Afghanistan                
and Pakistan (e.g. The Intercept, 2015). Consequently, legitimacy and ethical issues were raised (e.g.              
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, 2014). However, while the US              
has had a relative hegemony over missile-equipped drones in the 21st century, other states quickly               
followed suit. The United Kingdom, Israel, Nigeria Iraq, and Pakistan all already have used drones in                
combat (Kreps, 2017). Also other countries such as Russia, Saudi Arabia, India, Taiwan, South Korea               
and the United Arab Emirates are developing drones or showing signs that they are doing so (Kreps,                 
2017). 
Second, the drone debate is muddled because opinions vary widely and opposing arguments are based               
in different disciplines. Indeed, most accounts are valid on their own and well-researched but they do                
not add up to each other: they cannot be compared and one opinion does not withstand the other. It                   
does not build a constructive academic debate and the lack of official, consistent and reliable               
empirical data concerning the deployment and direct results of drone strikes only deteriorates the              
ill-foundedness of the opinions further. This is due to the fact that states that are employing or have                  
employed drones are not transparent with regards to casualties and drone capabilities out of fear for                
public scrutiny or for the success of ongoing military missions (Newton, 2011; Strawser, 2013). I will                
now assess some of the influential accounts on drones to illustrate this point. 
Some authors view drones as part of a larger development of military warfare: Mazzetti (2013) views                
drones as simply another technology that allows states to accurately and cheaply conduct their              
military missions. He accurately describes how the CIA developed an interest in missile-firing drones              
and how they proved their usefulness post-9/11 (Mazzetti, 2013, p.92). He explains drones as simply a                
reaction to the new type of warfare in which individuals play specific roles. However, there is no                 
contextual information about drones in his work and it is only focused on why the CIA started using                  
drones, based on personal and individual accounts.  
Others take up a more activist type of perspective such as Benjamin (2013) and Rogers and Hill                 
(2014). Benjamin (2013) is one of the best known political activists against the use of drones, as she                  
includes many emotional accounts of maimed children in Afghanistan and Pakistan. All the same,              
Benjamin’s work (2013) is not purely based on emotions as it is well-researched with many references                
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putting it among the most influential works on the legitimacy of drones. One of her central arguments                 
for why drones are illegitimate weapons is that they dehumanise the enemy. She famously claimed               
that drone pilots are now safely in a bunker and kill people “through a video camera, without making                  
eye contact and hence not fully realizing the human cost” (Benjamin, 2013, p.160). This has become a                 
widespread urban myth around drones, although academically this has already been debunked as             
drone pilots and manned aircraft pilots are equally often and to an equal severity diagnosed with                
post-traumatic stress symptoms, depressive disorders and anxiety (Otto and Webber, 2013; Chappelle            
et al., 2014). Similar to the account of Benjamin (2013), Rogers and Hill (2014) do link the                 
development of drones to military doctrine. Rogers and Hill (2014) discuss the development of drones               
and the general change in military affairs. Furthermore, although they maintain the activist perspective              
(with emotional accounts of drone victims), they do discuss the legal aspects as well. Rogers and Hill                 
(2014) claim their work is critical of the “new American way of waging war,” similar to Mazzetti                 
(2013). However, they neglect to discuss how the US has already since the Bush doctrine upheld                
principles which are in line with the previously discussed military development trends: these include              
maximising long-distance firepower, maximising the technological advantage over their adversaries,          
and keeping military personnel casualties to a minimum.  
Furthermore, some argue that perception of drones can be more important than reality (Kilcullen and               
McDonald Exum, 2013), and that states should focus on ‘winning the hearts and minds’ of the people                 
in the conflict areas where drones are deployed. Without the latter, drones can never be effective                
(Kilcullen and McDonald Exum 2013; Abbas, 2018). On the flipside of the same coin, Kreps and                
Wallace (2016) argue that effectiveness of the drones is determined by how international media              
portray them and that states should focus on only taking out certain terrorists with an absolute                
minimum of civilian casualties. Benjamin (2013) denounces the fact that the use of drones lowers the                
threshold to go to war, but Beauchamp and Savulescu (2013) actually see this as a good thing.                 
Beauchamp and Savulescu (2013) and also Strawser (2010) hold that drones make it easier for states                
to conduct humanitarian intervention in order to stop human rights abuses by eliminating personal              
casualty aversion or the need for boots on the grounds. All these different accounts which all focus on                  
different aspects of drones make it difficult to form one comprehensive basis on which we can assess                 
the moral legitimacy of drones objectively.  
Many organisations have indeed denounced the use of drones (see for example Amnesty International,              
2013; United Nations, 2013), but whether there will ever be an international moratorium or ban on the                 
use of missile-firing drones is unlikely (for the debate on the drones and the UN Convention on                 
certain Conventional Weapons, see: United Nations, 2018). However, denouncing the use of drones             
indeed does not automatically deem them illegitimate. As discussed, three types of legitimacy can be               
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distinguished regarding certain acts (such as a foreign policy which employs drones) of authorities:              
legal legitimacy, sociological legitimacy, and moral legitimacy (see: Fallon, 2005; Foldvary, 2012;            
Kibler and Kautonen, 2016). Hence, the debate on drone legitimacy should also be categorised in such                
a manner. When assessing drones, it is futile to test sociological legitimacy, as this concept pertains                
more to a regime as a whole and as a collective of all of its actions (and omissions). An act could for                      
example be assessed on sociological legitimacy through assessing the agency that conducted the act              
(like the CIA for example): do subordinates trust the agency and do they think the agency is justified                  
in exercising its powers? However, as most criticism is specifically directed at the use of (armed)                
drones and accept the agencies as they are (see: Mazzetti, 2013; Benjamin, 2013), sociological              
legitimacy falls outside the scope of my thesis. NGOs and IOs have predominantly denounced drones               
by calling them immoral and unethical (pertaining to moral legitimacy), and questioning whether they              
comply with international (humanitarian) law (pertaining to legal legitimacy). But NGOs and IOs             
typically do not make this academic distinction when framing the use of drones in the media. 
Kreps and Wallace (2016) have studied the relationship between NGOs and IOs that frame the use of                 
drones as deplorable and illegal on public support for drones. They found a causal relationship which                
holds that it is important for democracies to make sure NGOs and IOs are not critical towards their                  
use of drones in conflict areas. One of the key points for most NGOs and IOs is that governments are                    
compliant with international law (Kreps and Wallace, 2016) and hence governments should aim to              
increase or at least maintain the level of legal legitimacy of drones. Indeed, the White House Press                 
Secretary attempted to counteract the negative influence of NGOs and IOs on public support by               
denying the allegations that drones commit extrajudicial executions (Favole, 2014). The US            
government maintains a prominent advocator of using drones, while simultaneously many           
organisations worldwide maintain sceptical about the legality of drones (Favole, 2014).  
The academic contribution to assess the legal legitimacy of drones has been substantial as well. The                
Denver Journal of International Law and Policy have published an entire issue dedicated to this topic.                
For instance, in this issue Paust (2011) holds that the targeted killings in Afghanistan, Pakistan and                
Yemen by US drones have been completely compliant with international humanitarian law. However,             
he only focuses on the targeted kills, and does not really go in depth into other casualties. In the same                    
issue, O’Connell (2011) makes the comparison of armed drones in military affairs to other military               
developments in history which were deemed absolutely immoral and an unfair weapon. These would              
be gunpowder, the automatic machine gun, and tanks. However, O’Connell (2011) argues that as              
drone strikes have been compliant with international humanitarian law, it is not as revolutionary as for                
example chemical weapons and nuclear weapons. McNab and Drake (2011) further argue that indeed              
the use of drones should be tested against existing international law, because a change in international                
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law now, when the weapons are still in a fairly early stage of development, would most likely be an                   
incomplete change as the full extent of implications cannot yet be comprehended. The lack of official                
governmental data on the capabilities and results of drone strikes is also part of this argument. An                 
addition to international law to regulate drones or even autonomous weapons as a whole would most                
likely be a flawed one (McNab and Drake, 2011).  
Moreover, Joshi and Stein (2013) are also sceptical about the legal revolutionary impact the              
development of drones carry: they compare the weapon to the German V-1 missiles and extremely               
high-speed jet planes. These technologies were deemed to provide an asymmetric balance of power in               
the world but the legitimacy of these technologies are now no longer frowned upon (Joshi and Stein,                 
2013). They furthermore indeed acknowledge that the use of drones is legally legitimate. They also               
show that media attention is typically only directed at the MQ-series drones of the US, which carry                 
catchy names like Predator, Sky Warrior and Reaper (Joshi and Stein, 2013; Mayer, 2015). However,               
many other unmanned aerial vehicles are deployed by a great number of states which all have distinct                 
purposes which are not targeted killing (Kress, Baggesen and Gofer, 2006; Joshi and Stein, 2013;               
Mayer, 2015; Kreps, 2017). For instance, Joshi and Stein (2013) call out the Turkish and Indian                
security forces and military for stretching the legal boundaries. These armies are reported to often use                
drones for targeting their own civilians or simply use manned aircraft to strike with bombs after the                 
drones had found targets. The point is that international law (​jus ad bellum and ​jus in bello​) is                  
sufficient to regulate targeted killings and to prosecute those responsible for the illegal ones, at least                
for now. Whether the enforcement is too weak is not a drone-specific issue but a far broader one as it                    
encompasses the responsibility aspect of all advanced military technologies (Joshi and Stein, 2013). 
Many authors agree that drones are fraught with moral and legal issues (see: Gelpi, Feaver and                
Reifler, 2009; Carvin, 2012; Cronin, 2013; Strawser, 2013; Franke, 2014; Peterson, 2016). Although             
the legal issues are extensively researched, as discussed, the moral issues remain confined to specific               
theories, opinions and assertions (Beaumont, 2012; McGivern, 2013; Mockaitis, 2016; Peterson,           
2016). Accounts that empirically investigate what constitutes the moral legitimacy of drones are             
lacking. Many authors assert for instance that the use of drones is immoral because they create too                 
many civilian casualties (Callam, 2010; Carvin, 2012; Cronin, 2013; Shaw, 2013; Walsh, 2015;             
Abbas, 2018). However, civilian casualties happen in almost every war scenario. In fact, drones kill               
fewer civilians than regularly used cruise missiles and manned bombers (Mockaitis, 2016). For the              
legal issues, authors have identified indicators as to why drones and targeted killings would or would                
not be in accord with institutional and legal rules (i.e. indicators for legal legitimacy). These generally                
boil down to compliance with ​jus ad bellum​, ​jus in bello and national justice and responsibility                
systems. For the moral legitimacy, indicators have yet to be identified.  
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What is striking about for example Joshi and Stein (2013) is that in their conclusion they do                 
acknowledge that the debate around drones has grown alarmist since 2010 and “that the United States’                
deployment of drones for targeted killings represents assassination” (p.69). More authors indeed share             
the notion that targeted killings by drones are unscrupulous assassinations (Kilcullen and McDonald             
Exum, 2009; Mazzetti, 2013); or that drones kill in cold blood (Benjamin, 2013; Roger and Hill,                
2014); that drones undermine all military virtues and honour in fighting an enemy (Strawser, 2010;               
Benjamin; 2013; Sparrow, 2013); and ​that drones are evil and instill unnecessary fear and uncertainty               
among local populations (Kilcullen and McDonald Exum, 2009; Callam, 2010). All these concerns             
are principally ethical and moral concerns. It therefore appears that drones are a moral legitimacy               
issue rather than a legal legitimacy one. Yet, none of these authors provide any academic accounts                
which empirically establish indicators which could generate or degenerate the moral legitimacy of             
drones. Without any meaningful indicators for assessing the moral legitimacy of drones, it is also               
impossible to make a meaningful argument on whether or not drones are a moral military instrument.                
It is the aim of this thesis to start filling this empirical caveat on moral legitimacy and to identify                   
certain indicators.  
In the next section I will explain the theoretical basis of this thesis, the conceptualisation used, and                 
propose two hypotheses which each contain potential factors that could influence the moral legitimacy              
perception of drones. 
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Theoretical framework 
Moral legitimacy framework for drones 
Having assessed the relevant literature on both legitimacy and drones, I will now continue with my                
central argument. In this thesis, I examine which factors influence the moral legitimacy of drones. The                
literature review shows many opinions on how to conceptualise, measure or produce legitimacy             
(Easton, 1975; Beetham, 1991, 2006; Norris, 1999; Fallon, 2005; Booth and Seligson, 2009). This              
thesis will conceptualise legitimacy in the succinct manner of Tyler (2006): A belief within the wider                
audience that their authorities have the appropriate, proper and just right to make decisions, and that                
they should be accepted. Tyler (2006) defined legitimacy in this way as he approached it from a                 
psychological perspective. It allows for measuring an individual’s perception of legitimacy as you can              
indeed ask respondents whether they believe an authority has the right to make decisions, or whether                
they believe an authority’s action is acceptable to them. Regarding the use of drones, this definition                
allows for measuring an individual’s perception of moral legitimacy by asking respondents whether             
they believe the deployment of drones is/was morally acceptable.  
Tyler’s (2006) conceptualisation works well for moral legitimacy because of the normative dimension             
of legitimacy that Beetham (1991) focused on. The norms that you can test in an individual, are based                  
on underlying moral standards which are generated somewhere (Miller, 1995; Suchman, 1995).            
Nowadays, that ethical and moral framework is mostly provided through the national identity , as you                
identify yourself with the people around you, the people you were raised with and the people that                 
taught you knowledge and skills (Anderson, 1991; Miller, 1995; Brewer, 2001). Miller (1995) for              
example sees nation-states as the ultimate political community as he sees them as ‘ethical              
communities,’ which provide social justice. This leads to a national identity deeply inculcated and              
passed onto generations (Anderson, 1991). It also provides naturally existing trust, as actions by the               
authorities of modern nation-states are often in endeavour to progress certain ideals, which cannot be               
attained without express consent by the citizens (Beetham, 1991; Miller, 1995).  
This framework provides an excellent basis for identifying indicators for moral legitimacy as it              
demarcates a clear measurable scope. However, this focus on nationally inculcated norms and values              
automatically distantiates me from the claim that the moral standard should be universally applicable              
(Melé and Armengou, 2015). However, I will aim to identify indicators for moral legitimacy both at                
the community-specific level (national) as well as on the more general side of the scale, though still                 
not reaching universality. An elaboration on the implications of my focus might be necessary.              
Although arguing against the importance of a potentially existing universal moral standards for             
national citizens to adhere to, Miller (2007) is an advocate of national self-determination. Miller              
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(1995) identifies many moral advantages in the nation-state (of which some I have discussed) and uses                
the salience of a national identity to claim that it also justifies to a certain degree interstate                 
inequalities. Coincidentally, this is often also the centre of critique when authors morally denounce              
the use of drones (Carvin, 2012; Benjamin, 2013; Mazzetti, 2013). But this critique will never be                
more than one perspective, as differences among national identities make it difficult to rate goods               
cross-nationally as they are valued differently. Miller (2007) therefore concludes that the whole of a               
nation is collectively responsible for the benefits it can reap globally, but also for the potential                
damages it conceives globally. That collective responsibility then trickles down to its individual             
agents, also including individuals who opposed the practice. The community has the right to              
self-determination in that world, as long as it bears collective responsibility for its actions (Miller,               
2007). These actions must always reflect the national ethical standard for otherwise it will lose trust.                
The ethical standard is based on values stemming from the national identity. The national identity               
hence represent the contextual contour lines around the indicators of perception of moral legitimacy. 
Furthermore, as the usage and deployment of drones is usually part of a government’s security and/or                
military policy, I am concerned with factors that potentially influence the moral legitimacy of              
particular government policies. Therefore, Schmidt’s (2013) notion of output legitimacy resonates           
well with the measurement of moral legitimacy of drones, as she explains that output legitimacy               
indeed requires policies to be effective while resonating with citizens’ values and identities.  
Transparency 
There is a widespread assumption that any decision maker can increase its perceived legitimacy by               
being transparent (Worthy, 2010). It is argued that these types of assumptions are often based on                
myths, or can in fact be regarded as myths, as they anchor certain values within a culture (Modell,                  
2004). Modell (2004) explains how myths are like images that are institutionalised and socialised and               
often determine the behaviour of all actors within that society. Myths serve as sensible devices for                
whole organisations to create a shared identity, as they harbour common values and norms (Modell,               
2004). Therefore, the assumption that transparency generates perceived legitimacy indeed appears as a             
myth that anchors society’s common values, which in turn can form the the moral standard against                
which perceived moral legitimacy can be tested. However, it is important to first evaluate how true                
this assumption is, or to what extent. 
When looking at the EU in recent developments around tackling euroscepticism, national policy             
documents and the stance of the European Commission reflect the assumption with regards to the               
potential causal relationship between transparency and legitimacy (Curtin and Meijer, 2006). The goal             
of the EU to increase transparency has been applauded by themselves, national governments and also               
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civil society (Curtin and Meijer, 2006). These actors all view transparency as a central solution to the                 
EU problem of having limited legitimacy in the eyes of the EU citizens and various national                
politicians. The EU therefore utilises the internet (predominantly “europa.eu.int”) since 2003 actively            
to publish a myriad of documents, which is assumed to increase transparency (Curtin and Meijer,               
2006). Also in the Netherlands and in Ukraine, through survey experiments among students             
(Mazepus, 2017), it is shown that transparency is viewed as the number one contributor (out of 31                 
potential contributors) to an authority’s legitimacy. Peterson (2016) also argues that a government             
should be able to provide a full accounting to its own people why it is conducting certain controversial                  
acts for it to be able to conduct those acts morally. De Fine Licht et al. (2014) also show that the use                      
of transparency to generate legitimacy is used in various public administration levels, ranging from              
governments to schools. Transparency is ostensibly by many regarded as a potential producer of              
legitimacy in general. 
However, some argue that the assumption mentioned above is rather naïve as it does not take into                 
account several aspects and dimensions of both transparency and legitimacy (Curtin and Meijer, 2006;              
De Fine Licht et al., 2014). Thus, decision makers should be more cautious when focussing on                
transparency as a producer of legitimacy. Moon, Welch and Wong (2005) defined transparency as the               
availability of policy information. They have studied websites of governments in relation to             
transparency and found that the more transparent an organisation is (through the internet or through               
other means), the more it shows its willingness to civil society that the organisation can be monitored                 
for its performance (Moon, Welch and Wong, 2005). However, Curtin and Meijer (2006) argue that               
transparency is much broader than the rather passive right of every citizen to be able to request and                  
receive the necessary information. Instead, the authorities should proactively provide information           
about its policy and actions. Curtin and Meijer (2006) critically evaluated the (potential) causal              
relationships that (1) transparency increases input legitimacy, (2) transparency increases output           
legitimacy, and (3) transparency increases sociological legitimacy. Although assumptions 1 and 3 are             
outside of the scope of my thesis (as these are concerned with the public’s social acceptance of the                  
policy-making structures or sociological legitimacy in short), the evaluation of assumption 2            
highlighted several weaknesses. First, they identify ‘trust in the benefits a policy brings’ as an               
intervening variable in the causal relationship between transparency and output legitimacy (Curtin and             
Meijer, 2006). According to them, it is the idea behind assumption 2 that the perceived effectiveness                
can be enhanced by being transparent in the results of the policy. Authorities can be held accountable                 
on the basis of information regarding how a policy was implemented, why it was chosen, and what the                  
results were (Curtin and Meijer, 2006). Second, Curtin and Meijer (2006) note that with the EU,                
citizens suffer from information overload. This makes that the public’s perception of policy             
effectiveness is not changed at all. Third, transparency does not guarantee a favourable press as each                
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little incongruence, imperfection or dispute will be exposed, as failures sell better than successes. This               
means that transparency can indeed generate legitimacy, as long as the information concerns the aims               
and results of a policy, is provided proactively and in a succinct manner. This will be taken into                  
account when formulating my hypothesis and subsequent survey experiment.  
Transparency has been further worked out by Mansbridge (2009), who identified within the             
framework of the agent-principal theory two forms of transparency: transparency in process and             
transparency in rationale. She (2009) explains that many negotiations on high levels are conducted              
behind fairly closed doors, as diplomats will have to show their fellow negotiators that they               
understand their positions. Thus, diplomats need to articulate this, which their constituents might             
regard as sympathising with the enemy. Being transparent in the process hence has detrimental effects               
for the legitimacy of the agent. In this case, it bears more fruit if agents and also institutions and                   
organisations are instead more transparent in rationale - in results of policies, the reasons for the                
policy and the facts on which these are based (Mansbridge, 2009). De Fine Licht et al. (2014)                 
furthermore argue that adhering to transparency in process boils down to ‘working inside a fishbowl.’               
Examples are the American Federal Reserve, the Bank of England and the Council of the European                
Union, which broadcast meetings, publish meetings and show all deliberations, negotiation           
standpoints and votes that occur during meetings (De Fine Licht et al., 2014). De Fine Licht et al.                  
(2014) have studied the effects of both forms of transparency on legitimacy perception and have found                
that ‘fishbowl transparency’ (transparency in process) has a negative influence. This is due to the               
frustration effect, which holds that with this form of transparency, you explicitly remind people they               
have no voice. This effect was absent in transparency in rationale (De Fine Licht et al., 2014). In order                   
for me to find out whether transparency is indeed a producer for perceived moral legitimacy of the use                  
of drones, I will have to take into account that this only works with transparency in rationale.                 
Although Mazepus (2017) categorised transparency as part of throughput legitimacy, she studied            
primarily whether a difference exists between different regime-types on legitimacy perception. The            
aim was not to fully work out each of the 31 potential conditions that she identified. I therefore assert                   
that the concept of transparency as Mazepus (2017) had in mind was concerning transparency in               
process. Yet, working with transparency in rationale fits better within my moral legitimacy framework              
for drones as it impacts output legitimacy, whereas transparency in process impacts throughput             
legitimacy (Schmidt, 2013).  
Mazepus (2017) states that the Dutch had a different notion of transparency (being open, transparent               
and clear) than the Ukrainian students (the absence of corruption). She (2017) delved deeper into this                
difference by explaining that it depends on the current state of transparency in the respective               
countries: the responses differed because Ukrainian students responded in light of what needs to be               
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done to achieve transparency, whereas Dutch students thought more of how to improve and sustain               
transparency. In Ukraine, the fear existed that authorities could use their power for private gains,               
whereas Dutch students were more concerned with authorities acting understandably, and reporting on             
their activities (Mazepus, 2017). As this ‘Dutch notion’ of transparency fits better with my case               
selection (Dutch students as well) and the rest of the theoretical framework so far, I will disregard the                  
‘Ukrainian notion’ of transparency. Nonetheless, it does show that scholars and also decision makers              
should take due care when assuming that transparency is a straightforward solution to illegitimacy. 
Based on the assessed theory, transparency could serve as a potential producer of moral legitimacy               
too. However only so, as long as the information only pertains to the reasons and goals for the                  
deployment of drones and the results of drone strikes, and that it is provided succinctly and                
proactively: 
H​1​: The more transparent, open and clear authorities are about the goals and results of drone usage,                 
the higher the perception of moral legitimacy of drones will be. 
For the common good 
Transparency however, is merely one value, whilst Foldvary (2012) argues that a bigger moral              
standard should be identified in order to measure moral legitimacy. Foldvary (2012) and also Melé               
and Armengou (2015) argue that this moral standard should be based on sound universal ethical               
principles. These universal principles are the most fixed reference, as opposed to moral             
sociological/cultural perceptions of partisan interests of certain stakeholders which can vary over time             
(Foldvary, 2012; Melé and Armengou, 2015). The existence of a universal ethic hence would have to                
transcend culture, which brings the conceptualisation as far back as to John Locke who thought that                
the universal moral rule is ‘not to coercively harm others’ (Foldvary, 2012). However, this will not                
apply to the use of drones as this would inherently deem drones as completely morally illegitimate,                
together with nearly all other lethal military technologies. Therefore, in order to study whether moral               
legitimacy comes from either key social/cultural values or from universal ethical principles, a feasible              
conceptualisation is needed for the latter too. Melé and Armengou (2015) take their principles from               
Aristotelian and Aquinasian ethics which are meant to transcend culture and to be context-invariant.              
The main principle is that authorities should always contribute to ‘the common good’ in all their                
endeavours in order to be morally legitimised to hold power (Melé and Armengou, 2015). 
It is not directly clear what the common good is though. In morality theory the common good is                  
understood as the political community the authorities are part of (Melé and Armengou, 2015).              
However, nowadays, authorities can of course be part of the nation as a political community, part of                 
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their political party, or part of a supranational entity such as the EU. It can therefore happen that                  
authorities are doubting about which political community they are part of and towards which common               
good they should strive for to improve. This doubt and uncertainty about with whom to identify can                 
easily lead to psychological, social and even interstate disputes (Chafetz, 1996). For instance, not too               
long ago the UK left the EU, which was arguably for a large part due to the fact that the British                     
citizens did not identify themselves with the EU (Holodny and Kiersz, 2016). Nonetheless, Holodny              
and Kiersz (2016, based on the 83rd Eurobarometer) also show that by a large margin, European                
citizens on average are identifying more with their nationality, or first by their nationality and only                
second as a European - ranging from 79% (Luxembourg) to 98% (Greece). These figures show that                
authorities and also citizens in Europe are first and foremost working for their own nation. Therefore,                
I will understand the common good as being the nation of which both authorities and subordinates are                 
part of. However, by understanding the common good as national, it can inevitably not be guided by                 
universal ethical principles. Instead, they become more general ethical principles. In contrast to             
transparency, which is already understood differently within the EU, working for the national             
common good is more general as this applies to most governments around the world.  
Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene (2018) made the most comprehensive framework for the national             
common good. They make the distinction between two categories within the common good that              
people can work for: goods of excellence (or internal goods) and goods of effectiveness (or external                
goods). The former has intrinsic value whereas the latter is valued not just for its own sake, but also                   
for the sake of other goods (Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene, 2018): internal goods can be               
things/activities like developing skills, creativity, competitiveness and innovation. The outcome of           
competition to excel provides the actor with intrinsic satisfaction. On the contrary, external goods can               
be material compensation, security, prestige and reputation. They become someone’s possession and            
the attainment of it is good for the individual and the whole of the community who participate in the                   
practice (Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene, 2018). In other words, internal goods come from             
engaging in the practice and enjoying doing it, while external goods are concerned with the outcome                
of it. Within the same framework, Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene (2018) take up a second               
distinction, delineating key features of any virtuous (or morally legitimate) organisation: it should             
have (1) a good purpose, which is the extent to which the organisation contributes to the communal                 
good; (2) sustenance of the practice, which dictates that the organisation sticks to its core practice and                 
aims to excel in it; and (3) focus on external goods, which they show is strongly positively related to                   
the performance of the organisation. What this boils down to is that the common good can be seen as                   
normative in nature but without being object of discussion, as it is a natural goal for the society and its                    
politics (Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene, 2018). In addition, it is not in fundamental competition              
with an individual good, as this good is part of the common good. However, if the two were to collide,                    
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the common good should have the preference for a morally legitimate organisation (Arjoon,             
Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene, 2018). And lastly, elected leaders of a society are ought to embody the                
common good of that society and by exercising their powers, they inherently contribute to the               
common good unless they act in their own self-interest (Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene, 2018).  
This framework by Arjoon, Turriago-Hoyos and Thoene (2018) will be applied in this thesis when               
studying the impact of the common good on the perception of moral legitimacy. It allows for similar                 
conceptualisation to transparency, in that it focuses on the purpose and the outcome of the practices of                 
an organisation - in our case the government. The government ought also to contribute to the common                 
good and its core practice (which is good governance of every aspect of its society) ought also to be                   
perfected and focused on the effectiveness of it. Hence, if respondents are in the belief that the goal                  
and results of deployed drones was contributing to their common good, I expect that they would also                 
perceive the use of drones as more morally legitimate than when the deployment of drones were not                 
contributing to the common good: 
H​2​: Perception of moral legitimacy of drones increases when they contribute to the common good. 
In effect, the theoretical model could be summarised by Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1​. Theoretical model. The factors tested in this study are outlined by the green box.  
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Methodology 
Research design 
The hypotheses will be tested empirically through a survey experiment. Using a survey experiment              
comes with a number of advantages for answering my research question. Because I am testing specific                
variables for their potential effect on another, an experiment is necessary as a deliberate test of this                 
causal proposition (Druckman and Kam, 2011). Using a survey experiment is useful because of              
practical reasons, as it costs fewer resources than many other data collecting experiments. Also, as the                
aim of this thesis is to identify underlying principles behind human judgments of social objects, using                
survey experiments will be the best fitting method for addressing the research question (Rytina, Rossi               
and Nock, 1983). Moreover, survey experiments are effective for identifying factors that influence the              
public’s perception of the legitimacy of political authorities (Mazepus, 2017).  
It furthermore allows for precise controlling of variables, randomisation of treatments and controlling             
of individual differences. The last part is specifically useful for a concept such as the perception of                 
moral legitimacy, which is presumably rather different from one individual to another within the same               
society or community. The random allocation of respondents to certain experiment treatments allows             
me to assess if and to what extent certain values affect the public perception towards the moral                 
legitimacy of drones. This is because it helps to marginalise endogeneity, spurious correlations and              
other inference problems (Tomz and Weeks, 2013).  
As with every research design, it comes with certain limitations. Barabas and Jerit (2010) state that                
survey experiments rarely generate effects that are unequivocably observable among the entire            
population. One of the issues is that the researchers neglect the distinction between supply and               
reception of the information (Barabas and Jerit, 2010). In other words, the typical survey experiment               
are eluded by the inattentive audience who are lost in the affairs of private life. This thus reduces                  
perfect generalisability to an entire population. Nonetheless, survey experiments are a valuable tool             
for studying public opinion (Gaines, Kuklinski and Quirk, 2007; Barabas and Jerit, 2010).  
This thesis might be the first step towards identifying meaningful values that can produce or influence                
perception of moral legitimacy of drones by conducting survey experiments and quantitative analysis.             
This rest of this section will explain more about why I chose the Netherlands, about my sampling and                  
about the survey experiment design. The results section thereafter will delve into the quantitative              
analysis and interpretation.  
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Case selection 
Most of the literature on the legitimacy of drones is focused on the US but as many European nations                   
are either developing drones too (Franke, 2014; Kreps, 2017), there is a need for European data on the                  
perception of moral legitimacy of drones within Europe. Due to limited resources, it is unfeasible for                
this thesis to include multiple European nations. However, Mazepus (2017) has shown that students in               
different countries nourish different values as indicators for legitimacy in general. Hence, I expect a               
difference between European countries regarding to which values influence the perception of moral             
legitimacy of drones. This should be taken into account when putting the findings of this thesis in                 
European context. 
As my research aims at testing potentially morally illegitimate actions of authorities from legitimate              
regimes, similar to Kreps and Wallace (2016), the most meaningful results will be generated when the                
population stems from regimes which are the least corrupt (Dogan, 1992). Even more so if they have                 
had a durable stable liberal democracy. Shaw (1991) furthermore explains how the Cold War brought               
about the demilitarisation of nation-states. The Cold War created a military environment where             
soldiers were increasingly superseded by advanced military technology. These technologies were           
highly secretive which insulated the national societies from war preparation as a side-effect (Shaw,              
1991). This created, together with the shift from mass militarisation to small professional armies              
(elimination of national conscription), the transition to demilitarised societies (Shaw, 1991). Shaw            
(1991) shows that demilitarised regimes since the Cold War are more prone to use advanced military                
technologies, which include unmanned and autonomous combat vehicles (Schroer, 2016). Taking this            
all in, I chose the Netherlands as the prime example of the best conditions. It is one of the least corrupt                     
countries (only falling behind the Nordic countries and Switzerland, see: Transparency International,            
2018). Furthermore, Shaw (1991) pointed towards the Netherlands as having had one of the strongest               
demilitarisation of a national society. Also, it has been a parliamentary democracy by constitution              
since 1814, which makes it one of the oldest democracies in the world (after San Marino and the US);                   
and as one of the founding members of the European Union (the ECSC in 1951) it stands for most if                    
not all of its democratic principles (Von Bogdandy, 2010). 
Sample 
The sample for the survey experiment will be selected through snowball sampling students of Leiden               
University, Tilburg University and Nijmegen University. I will also reach out to random students of               
Leiden University personally as well, requesting them to participate in the research. To ensure that the                
sample best resembles the Dutch population, it should preferably only consist of Dutch students.              
Therefore, the survey experiment will be conducted in Dutch. This should ensure to a high degree that                 
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respondents are indeed Dutch as few non-natives (or international students for example) speak the              
language (Simons and Fennig, 2017). Although some would argue that students are merely a specific               
segment of a national population, in another survey experiment where students were sampled by              
Mazepus (2017), students were considered as useful for studying perceptions of political issues. This              
is due to the fact that they are typically avid (potential) voters, they are statistically more likely to                  
actually become politically active, and they are better informed (Mazepus, 2017). Furthermore,            
external validity of a students sample vis-à-vis the general public is substantial when it concerns               
variables of interest to political scientists as students are better at grasping political concepts (Mintz,               
Redd and Vedlitz, 2006; Druckman and Kam, 2011). 
Sampling bias is present, as even though the mentioned universities have students from all over the                
Netherlands, some areas will be more likely to be in the sample than others, especially through                
snowball sampling. Also, students are typically of a certain age group, hence excluding a large portion                
of the Dutch population and decreasing external validity in that respect. However, within             
developmental psychology it has been shown that university students in this age group make intricate               
and refined judgments about governmental actions (Helwig et al., 2007).  
The sample consisted out of 118 respondents, of which 61 were females, with a median age of 23                  
(standard error 0.2). The participants were mainly approached over the internet although roughly 30%              
was gathered by approaching Dutch students in person on the campuses of Leiden University in both                
Leiden and The Hague. Participants were chosen at random and from the moment a student agreed to                 
participate and was about to read the instructional text preceding the survey, the researcher took               
adequate distance from the participant. This was aimed at eliminating any potential response bias.              
Although some of the students were quite interested in the aim of the research, information about the                 
aim and goals of the research was only provided to the participant after they finished the survey                 
experiment. Beforehand, they only received the information that the research concerned “military            
action by the Dutch government.”  
Survey and experiment 
The research design includes vignettes embedded in an online survey and uses Qualtrics for data               
collection. The main response variable will be ‘perception of moral legitimacy.’ The explanatory             
variables will be ‘transparency’ and ‘(acting for the) common good.’ These correspond to the two               
hypotheses respectively. The experiment employs a 2x2 design (i.e. two conditions for each of the two                
main explanatory variables), resulting in four treatment groups which respectively get a unique             
scenario (vignettes). The research design demands of the explanatory variables to be binary of nature.               
This is hence also how they will be operationalised. In the survey, one vignette can for example have                  
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variable 1 (yes) and variable 2 (no). 
All subjects will all receive the same background information about drone strikes (see Appendix A for                
the full vignettes). This should be something neutral in two sentences to introduce the topic. My thesis                 
is specifically about the use of drones, which means I have to include drones in the vignette. As I am                    
concerned with the government of the Netherlands as agents using drones, their presence in the               
vignette is also vital. The vignettes should preferably be fictive, but remain credible in order to be able                  
to imagine it. I therefore introduced the topic to the respondents by explaining that ‘tensions have                
erupted in Egypt into armed conflict. There has been a request by the UN for all countries to help                   
preventing the crisis. Although not all countries participated, the Netherlands did, and sent drones’              
(see Appendix A for actual text). From there, treatment groups will be exposed to different sentences                
respectively that talk about the Dutch deployment of drones.  
From the vignette, it should be ostensible whether the Dutch authorities were transparent concerning              
their goals and the results of the use of drones, as conceptualised in the theoretical framework. This                 
will be operationalised through including a report in the vignette; this report is either issued and                
published by the government in order to reflect on the results and whether they achieved their goals,                 
or a non-governmental organisation/independent reporting agency that evaluates the Dutch          
governmental true intentions and facts. It has been shown that whether an NGO or a government is                 
framing a political issue has a big impact on public perception (Kreps and Wallace, 2016). I decided                 
to make the treatment stronger by adding to the non-transparency condition that ‘the government was               
unavailable for any comments on the report.’ The result of the drone strikes should be similar in all                  
treatments, as although the effectiveness of drone strikes is related, it is not within the scope of this                  
research. Whether the government is open and clear about the effectiveness of drone strikes is of                
interest in my thesis. As this effectiveness variable is often mentioned by drone-critics (Kreps and               
Wallace, 2016), omitting it (i.e. how many targets drones have taken out) would be an incomplete                
scenario about drones The numbers were picked largely at random so that it seemed credible and not                 
extreme, and indeed exactly the same for each group: in 23 drone strikes, they took out 6 high ranking                   
rebel officers with an estimated 20 to 30 other casualties, consisting of both combatants as civilians.                
Note that it leaves the civilian casualty ratio in the vague, so some respondents might find this                 
ineffective and others might not. Either way, it allows for controlling for individual differences. 
Second, the drone strikes should be contributing to the common good of the Netherlands in order to                 
increase perceived moral legitimacy, as hypothesised. However, as drones are typically deployed            
outside national territory, their contribution to the common good of the Netherlands can hardly be               
direct and explicit (which should be the case in the positive treatment). The possibility exists of                
designing the vignette around the fictive scenario that the Netherlands is waging war against some               
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enemy to make it more direct, but this simply makes it more difficult to deploy drones that do not                   
contribute to the common good of the Netherlands. I believe this would also obscure the independence                
of the other variables as an involving war-scenario already is an exceptional situation. Therefore, I               
chose the scope of a more credible collective peacekeeping operation in which the Netherlands joins               
in. I will mention to every treatment group the same reasons of the government as to why they sent                   
drones: the reasons are neutral and sets a status quo for the respondents concerning the contribution of                 
drones to the Dutch common good. Next, I consider whether the results of the military action were                 
economically beneficial for the entirety of the Dutch nation. National economic gain can be exploited               
by the entire nation and is also easily grasped. National economic loss is also felt by every citizen and                   
this is why I operationalise the second variable through economic gain/loss. The reasons and              
economic results of drones works well with the transparency in rationale conceptualisation as well.              
The positive common good treatment group is presented with the fact that thanks to the Dutch military                 
presence, economic ties between Egypt and the Netherlands flourished, generating lots of revenue.             
The negative common good treatment group is presented with the fact that the Netherlands gets               
entangled in the conflict, ending up spending much more on the conflict than anticipated, whilst               
compensating with other national budgets.  
The vignettes have been pilot tested several times throughout the designing process by different              
people with different backgrounds, different ages and different amounts of political and analytical             
knowledge (students as well as a few non-students). This should ensure effective manipulation of the               
treatments.  
The vignettes are hence testing the causal effects on the perceived legitimacy of drones of: 
Variable 1: transparent (level 1) vs. non-transparent (level 2) 
Variable 2: communal (level 1) vs. exclusive (level 2) 
After the vignette, respondents are asked to complete a follow-up questionnaire which is designed to               
measure both their responses on how they perceive the moral legitimacy of drones as well as whether                 
the treatment of the explanatory variables had the desired effect. This allows to control for individual                
differences. The survey will first employ a range of control questions to test whether the treatment had                 
the desired effect (Barabas and Jerit, 2010; Auspurg and Hinz, 2014). The respondents will have to                
answer the control statement afterwards ‘the authority was transparent concerning the goals and             
results of the deployed drones.’ The answers choices are ‘fully disagree’ to ‘fully agree’ on a 7-point                 
scale. For example, if the treatment condition for the first variable would be ‘transparent,’ the answer                
on the manipulation check question should be significantly higher than a respondent who received the               
non-transparent treatment (Auspurg and Hinz, 2014).  
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The response variable will be measured in the subsequent part of the survey. As stated in the                 
theoretical framework, the perception of moral legitimacy will be operationalised as whether            
respondents find a certain governmental action acceptable (Tyler, 2006). Based on applied legitimacy             
approach (Suchman, 1995), the respondents will be given a number of statements to which              
respondents can answer by choosing between 7 options, ranging from ‘fully disagree’ to ‘fully agree.’               
These will look like ‘I can accept the decision of the Dutch government,’ ‘The deployment of drones                 
was understandable’ and ‘The Dutch government made a morally acceptable decision.’ See Appendix             
B (English) and C (Dutch) for the full questionnaire. These questions should be clean of any                
question-ordering bias and question-wording bias (Gaines, Kuklinski and Quirk, 2007). Therefore,           
some of the statements are specifically regarding the use of drones whereas others are more concerned                
with an action of military nature by the government. It is useful to use multiple questions to capture                  
the concept of ‘moral legitimacy perception’ as it is a rather abstract concept and hence one question                 
might capture it better than others (Auspurg and Hinz, 2014). Tests in the results section will show                 
whether the items I used managed to fully capture the ‘perception of moral legitimacy of drones.’ 
The survey will include demographic statistics such as gender, age, study programme, year of study               
and political orientation of the respondents. In the analysis I will control for gender and political                
orientation, as these demographic statistics could possibly influence legitimacy norms (Booth and            
Seligson, 2005). The political orientation will be conceptualised by a typical left/right scale             
(ProDemos, 2018) and operationalised by asking the respondent for their voting behaviour.  
The next section will summarise and analyse the answers provided by the 118 respondents in order to                 
test the hypotheses. It will provide descriptive statistics, visualisations of the main effects and              
interaction effects of the variables, and an interpretation of the analysis results.  
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Results 
The survey was administered by only the researcher, and data was collected in May 2018. It rendered                 
118 responses. All 118 responses were complete, as the survey demanded answer validation for it to                
complete. This resulted in zero missing values in the dataset. Table 1 shows the distribution between                
Females and Males in general and per vignette. This has been distributed fairly equal as out of the 118                   
respondents, 61 females participated and 57 males. This also holds true for the distribution per               
vignette. The mean age of the sample was 22.7 years old, with a standard deviation of 0.2 and ranging                   
from 18 to 32. The students in the sample were all university students, and as the data was gathered at                    
the end of an academic year in May, all respondents should have at least one year of university                  
(almost) done. The amount of study years starting from their first day at university was 3.9 years, with                  
a standard deviation of 1.5 and ranging from one year to having done six or more years. All general                   
study disciplines as categorised in the Netherlands were present in the sample which can be seen in                 
Table 2. Most of the respondents (81%) came from either interdisciplinary, law/governance,            
economy/entrepreneurship, or behaviour/society study programmes. 
Table 1​. Frequency table of the gender distribution.  
StoryBlock Sex  
Male Female Total 
1 18 16 34 
2 13 15 28 
3 13 16 29 
4 13 14 27 
Total 57 61 118  
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Table 2​. Frequency table of the study fields of the sample including a bar chart. 
Study discipline Freq. Percent Bar chart 
Interdisciplinary 31 26.3 ******************************* 
Law / governance 24 20.3 ************************ 
Economy / entrepreneurship 22 18.6 ********************** 
Behaviour / society 18 15.3 ****************** 
Engineering 7 6.3 ******* 
Health 5 4.2 ***** 
Earth / environment 4 3.4 **** 
Informatica 2 1.7 ** 
Art / culture 2 1.7 ** 
Education 2 1.7 ** 
Language / communication 1 0.8 * 
Total 118 100  
 
Each participant was assigned to only one vignette, so that all the manipulations are between-subjects.               
The researcher had no influence or insight into which participant would receive which vignette,              
including the participants who were approached in person by the researcher. This aspect therefore              
produced no unnecessary selection bias. However, because the researcher had no influence on the              
randomised allocation of manipulation groups, there was also no control on the equal distribution of               
manipulation groups. This is important because unequal allocation could lead to increased selection             
bias and accidental bias (Efird, 2010; Hey and Kimmelman, 2014). Table 3 shows the randomised               
allocation of the survey experiment to participants. In Qualtrics, I did use the option of “evenly                
present elements” of the randomiser block. This should ensure that each vignette would receive an               
equal amount of participants. Unfortunately, Table 3 clearly shows that the group with vignette 1               
(manipulations: ​transparency positive and ​commongood positive​) has more participants than the other            
three groups; 21.4% more on average. The group with vignette 4 (manipulations: ​transparency             
negative and ​commongood negative​) had the least amount of participants; 11% fewer on average. This               
is most likely due to the fact that Qualtrics does not account for drop-outs and hence does not                  
decrement quotas of block randomisation in these cases.  
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Table 3. ​Frequency table of the vignette allocation. 
StoryBlock Freq. Percent Cum. 
1 34 28.81 28.81 
2 28 23.73 52.54 
3 29 24.58 77.12 
4 27 22.88 100.00 
Total 118 100.00  
 
Before I start with the main analysis of the perceived moral legitimacy, I first have to assess whether                  
the manipulations worked as intended. My survey experiment investigates the effect on perceived             
moral legitimacy by two explanatory (categorical) variables with each two groups (or levels). Both the               
explanatory variables had a negative manipulation and a positive manipulation. The manipulations            
checks as explained in the methodology should therefore also result in a significant difference. I ran                
two t-tests on the respective manipulations checks, of which the results can be found in Table 4. Both                  
manipulations seemed to work according to the t-tests. For transparency, the mean difference between              
the negative and positive manipulations was -2.1 on the 7-point scale, and for the common good the                 
difference was -3.4. Both were highly significant. 
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Table 4.​ Results of the t-tests of the manipulation checks. 
Variable Group Obs. Mean Std. Err. 95% Conf. Interval 
Transparency 0 56 2.018 0.110 1.798 2.237 
1 62 4.145 0.257 3.631 4.659 
combined 118 3.136 0.174 2.790 3.481 
diff  -2.127 0.290 -2.701 -1.553 
t = -7.340 ​ ​(p = <.001) 
Common Good 0 55 2.2 0.152 1.895 2.505 
1 63 5.556 0.137 5.281 5.830 
combined 118 3.991 0.185 3.625 4.358 
diff  -3.356 0.204 -3.760 -2.951 
t = -16.414 ​ ​(p = <.001) 
 
As for my dependent variable, I used the seven questions as stated in the methodology to measure the                  
perception of moral legitimacy. I assume that there could exist some latent constructs that can               
influence my measurement and I assume no ​a priori assumptions about relationships among my              
factors (Fabrigar and Wegener, 2012). Hence I will employ exploratory factor analysis as my              
reliability analysis, which prefers a principal axis factoring analysis over a principal component             
analysis (Fabrigar and Wegener, 2012). Principal axis factoring analysis showed that with only one              
item having an eigenvalue > 1 that all items loaded significantly on a single factor. In addition, I                  
computed Cronbach’s Alpha (see Appendix D for both test results). The coefficients for Cronbach              
Alpha varied between .878 and .911 and overall the Cronbach Alpha was .904. This indicates a high                 
internal consistency of my questions. As none of my items had a coefficient higher than .95 I also                  
conclude none of the items were redundant. This indicates that my scale is reliable and therefore I                 
took the average of all seven items to produce values for my dependent variable. 
Main model 
The main analysis has been done through a factorial two-way ANOVA, as I have two different                
categorical explanatory variables with each two levels, and one continuous dependent variable. The             
factorial ANOVA allows for indicating a potential main effect of each explanatory variables and also               
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for indicating any interaction between the variables if it is present (Neter, Wasserman and Kutner,               
1990). By using a factorial ANOVA, I assume that my dependent variable is approximately normally               
distributed for each of the four groups (Neter, Wasserman and Kutner, 1990). The Shapiro-Wilk test               
for normality shows that my dependent variable observations are indeed representing a normal             
distribution (p. = .110). Also per group, the Shapiro-Wilk test shows that they range from .203 to .639.                  
Although the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality is not perfect, it provides an adequate test for justifying                
the assumption. Another assumption for a valid factorial ANOVA is that there needs to be               
homogeneity of variances for every combination of two manipulations (Neter, Wasserman and            
Kutner, 1990). I therefore conducted Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances over the vignette              
variable, which resulted in a score of .753, indicating that the variation in each group is homogeneous                 
enough for a factorial ANOVA.  
All four of the estimated means of perceived moral legitimacy of each group are shown in Figure 2.                  
The results of the main two-way ANOVA are shown in Table 5. It shows that increased transparency                 
significantly improved perceived moral legitimacy with F (1, 114) = 7.82, p. = .006. The model                
estimates that transparency increases perceived moral legitimacy from 4.02 to 4.65. Acting for the              
common good had practically no influence on the perception of moral legitimacy: the model estimates               
that acting for the common good improved perceived moral legitimacy from 4.29 to 4.40. The effects                
of both explanatory variables were in the hypothesised direction. Although not significant at a 10%               
confidence interval, there was some interaction between the effects of transparency and acting for the               
common good on moral legitimacy perception with F (1, 114) = 2.28, p. = .134. No significant                 
interaction effects were found between my two explanatory variables, so there is no use in assessing                
simple main effects (Page, Braver and MacKinnon, 2003). However, I can quickly report on the basis                
of Figure 2 that the most ‘notable’ interaction result is that acting for the common good increases the                  
moral legitimacy perception only when the government is not transparent. In addition, it shows that               
transparency was specifically significant when the government was not acting for the common good.              
Yet, Table 5 shows this interaction was not significant. 
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 Figure 2​. Means of moral legitimacy perception per condition. 
Table 5​. Results of the main two-way ANOVA for perceived moral legitimacy averages (N = 118,                
Residual df = 114, Adj. R-squared = .055). 
Source df F Prob > F Part. ​η​2 
Transparency 1 7.82 .006 .064 
Common good 1 0.23 .633 .002 
Transparency x Common good 1 2.28 .134 .020 
 
Additional model analysis 
For good measure and full use of the survey experiment, I controlled for gender to the factorial                 
ANOVA to see if that would have any meaningful influence (see Appendix E for control model). As                 
Table 1 showed earlier, the gender distribution over the entire sample and also groupwise was fairly                
equal. This should allow for valid results concerning the effects and interaction of gender in the                
model. Figure 3 shows the interaction effects of gender on the other two variables. The analysis                
rendered no new significant results, with again only transparency having a significant main effect on               
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perceived moral legitimacy with F (1, 110) = 7.19, p. = .009. Also no significant interactions with                 
gender were found, ranging from p. = .994 (transparency x gender) to p. = .159 (common good x                  
gender). Also the adjusted R-squared dropped, indicating to some extent that gender indeed has no               
meaningful effect on moral legitimacy perception.  
 
Figure 3​. Mean perceived moral legitimacy scores to illustrate gender interaction effects. 
I furthermore controlled for political orientation. In the survey, respondents were presented with the              
question on which Dutch political party they have last voted for, or otherwise would like to vote on in                   
the near future (regarding national elections). In the survey, respondents could choose between the              
major parties (3 seats or bigger) currently in possession of seats. I excluded all smaller parties and                 
specifically ‘Forum voor Democratie (FvD, 2 seats)’ and ‘DENK (3 seats),’ as they have only recently                
been established. There was also the option to answer ‘other / decline to answer’ which could include                 
all remainder parties, seated and unseated. I created a left/right scale to produce a manageable               
categorical variable (political orientation) out of voting behaviour, based on information and            
indications of both ProDemos (ProDemos, 2018) as well as the Parliamentary Documentation Centre,             
founded by the Montesquieu Institute and University Leiden (Parlementair Documentatie Centrum,           
2018). Both institutes point out that producing a left/right scale in the Netherlands is rather tricky, as                 
there are so many parties to begin with, many parties changed substantially on this scale over time,                 
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and some parties are left on some issues whilst right on other issues. With information from both                 
institutes it is possible to ‘force’ parties to be either left or right. This scale renders 36 votes for right                    
parties (VVD, PVV, SGP, CDA, CU) and 69 votes for left parties (GL, SP, PvdD, PvdA, D66). By                  
also including a centre category, this category takes 49 votes from the first scale (CDA, CU, D66),                 
leaving 28 votes for pure right and 28 for pure left.  
I conducted factorial ANOVAs on both scales of political orientation. However, for the best              
representation of the political environment in the Netherlands the second scale should probably be              
preferred with three categories including a centre group. I believe this makes the results more time-                
and context-invariant as now the left and right groups only represent “pure” left and right parties. See                 
Appendix E for both full control models that include political orientation and a short note on                
differences between them. Yet, the following interpretation of the results will be based solely on the                
3-group scale. The new model with political orientation raised the adjusted R-squared from .055 to               
.144, indicating to some extent that this newer model is better at explaining the variance of moral                 
legitimacy perception. Therefore, unlike the Gender-model, the ANOVA including political          
orientation has been posted below in Table 6. Transparency remained fully significant with F (1, 93) =                 
8.20, p. = .005, and acting for the common good remained fully insignificant with F (1, 93) = 1.03, p.                    
= .312. Political orientation seemed to also have a significant main effect on the perception of moral                 
legitimacy, with F (2, 93) = 3.30, p. = .041. The model estimates that on average, the perception of                   
moral legitimacy scored 3.79 (sd: 1.3) for group Left, 4.31 (sd: 1.1) for group Centre, and 4.82 (sd:                  
1.4) for group Right. This would suggest that the further to the right one scores on political                 
orientation, the higher you perceive moral legitimacy. This is also illustrated by Figure 4, which               
shows the interaction effects of political orientation. Figure 4 clearly shows that for three out of four                 
combinations of transparency and acting for the common good, moving right on the political scale               
increases moral legitimacy perception. The exception is for the most negative treatment, where the              
government was not transparent and also not acting for the common good. Here, both left and right                 
scored similar. Only one interaction effect was significant, which is Transparency x Common good              
with F (1, 93) = 6.93, p. = .010. This interaction was not significant at a 95% confidence interval in                    
the main factorial ANOVA without any control variables (p. = 0.134). In the new model, simple main                 
effects analysis (see Appendix F for full margins comparison) shows that transparency increased the              
moral legitimacy perception significantly more than non-transparency when a government was not            
acting for the common good (p. = <.001). There were no differences between transparency and               
non-transparency when the government was indeed acting for the common good (p. = .826).  
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Table 6​. Results of the factorial ANOVA for perceived moral legitimacy averages including political              
orientation (N = 105, Residual df = 93, Adj. R-squared = .144). 
Source df F Prob > F Part. ​η​2 
Transparency 1 8.20 .005 .081 
Common good 1 1.03 .312 .011 
Political orientation 2 3.30 .041 .066 
Transparency x Common good 1 6.93 .010 .069 
Transparency x Political orientation 2 0.24 .789 .005 
Common good x Political orientation 2 2.36 .100 .048 
Transparency x Common good x Political orientation 2 0.61 .547 .013 
 
 
Figure 4​. Mean perceived moral legitimacy scores with political orientation interaction effects. 
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Discussion 
I will now discuss my hypotheses and assess whether or not they have been supported by the data. My                   
manipulation checks proved that my manipulations worked accordingly. Moreover, principal axis           
factoring analysis and the Cronbach’s Alpha test show that my scale for capturing the moral               
legitimacy perception was reliable as well. Therefore, I can test my hypotheses validly.  
One of the clear results from the analysis was the significant influence of transparency on the                
perception of moral legitimacy of drones. The significance remained consistent throughout all four             
factorial ANOVA models, the main model, the gender-controlled model, and the two political             
orientation-controlled models. Therefore, H1 ​(transparency increases moral legitimacy perception) is          
supported by my analysis. This shows that increasing transparency about the goals and results of the                
use of drones is indeed increasing the moral legitimacy of drones in the (Dutch) public. Conversely                
similar to transparency, throughout all four models, it did not matter whether the results of drone                
usage was beneficial to the Dutch common good. In both conditions of transparency,             
non-transparency, whether the government was acting for the common good never influenced how the              
(Dutch) public perceived the moral legitimacy of drones, regardless of their sex and political              
orientation. Therefore, H2 ​(acting for the common good increases moral legitimacy perception) was             
not supported by my analysis.  
As I tested the normative aspect of legitimacy, it shows that at least for the Netherlands, it is much                   
more important that the government is transparent concerning the use of controversial military             
technologies than the fact whether or not using it is actually good for the whole of the country. It fits                    
with the general image of the Netherlands, which typically portrays low patriotism and national unity               
(Mazepus, 2017), and collectivistic behaviour (Hofstede Insights, 2018): the Dutch are indeed,            
relative to other world cultures, highly individualistic (80/100 points). This could explain the             
unimportance of acting for the common good. On the other hand, the power distance in the                
Netherlands is rather low (38/100 points), indicating that in general, hierarchy exists for convenience              
only, equality is valued and that authorities should facilitate those below it (Hofstede Insights, 2018).               
In addition, the Netherlands scores extremely low on the masculinity dimension (14/100 points),             
which makes the Dutch a feminine society (Hofstede Insights, 2018). This directly indicates that              
decisions need stakeholder-involvement, consensus needs to be strived for (reminiscing the famous            
Dutch “poldermodel”) and again equality is valued in any power structure. This could explain that               
transparency is indeed highly valued in the Netherlands when assessing moral legitimacy.  
The interaction effect in the last ANOVA model showed that it was more important for the                
government to be transparent when they were not acting for the common good than when they were.                 
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This could point to the Dutch valuing honesty (Mazepus, 2017), especially after a mistake has been                
made. So when it turned out that the use of drones was in no way economically beneficial for the                   
whole of the Dutch nation, the Dutch perceived the action as significantly less morally acceptable if                
the government is not open and clear about the reasons and results. When the use of drones did turn                   
out to be beneficial for the common good, the Dutch public is indifferent whether or not the                 
government is open and clear about it. Apparently, in favourable situations, the Dutch do not think the                 
government is immoral when they are secretive about positive results. However, this makes sense and               
is not that strange, when considering that positive results by authorities are rarely reported on or                
highlighted by the biggest media channels (Thussu, 2009).  
Although not included in the main theoretical model, the analysis showed that political orientation is               
quite influential for moral legitimacy perception. In general, it shows that the political ‘left’ finds the                
use of drones the least moral, whereas the political ‘right’ finds the use of drones the most moral. The                   
political ‘centre’ can be found in the middle. Although this last finding seems to be sensible, it is not                   
inescapably true that the politically nuanced are always to be found between the political left and right                 
for every issue. Especially in the Netherlands, many parties that are not typically left or right wing,                 
can sway heavily left or right dependent on the issue at hand, dependent on the current cabinet and                  
depending on the incumbent party leader (Parlementair Documentatie Centrum, 2018). Although it is             
very interesting to examine the political stance of current Dutch parties regarding the use of               
controversial military technologies, it falls outside the scope of this thesis. The aim of this thesis was                 
to empirically identify socialised norms, in order to establish some sort of moral standard to which the                 
moral legitimacy of drones could be assessed. The current political environment is obviously related,              
but it is by nature very prone to change over time. In contrast, the importance of transparency as part                   
of the ‘moral standard of the Dutch’ should be much more time- and context-invariant, and therefore                
better a tool to assess the moral legitimacy of controversial governmental actions, such as drones. 
The next section will draw conclusions from the results of the analysis and answer the research                
question. It will also provide some post-study context and implications, and recommendations for             
future research.  
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Conclusion 
Main findings 
The purpose of this study was to identify factors that could attribute moral legitimacy to drones and                 
the research question of this thesis can now be answered. Drones have been a controversial topic for                 
quite some time now, ever since the US started using them to take out targets in Pakistan and                  
Afghanistan in 2001. Many have called the use of drones immoral but the arguments were always                
based on very specific aspects of drones; aspects that are similar when compared to conventional               
military technologies or aspects that are actually concerned with legal issues and international             
relations. So what does constitute moral legitimacy and which factors can produce moral legitimacy?  
The main findings of this thesis are unambiguous but not uniform. The analysis supports one               
hypothesis strongly and discards the second hypothesis, throughout all four models. This study             
indicates that in the eyes of Dutch citizens, the use of drones is more moral when the government is                   
open and clear about the goals of deployed drones, and open and clear about what the use of drones                   
has achieved. In addition, it asserts that, counter-intuitively, it is not important whether the use of                
drones actually was beneficial for the common good of the Netherlands. Also the current political               
landscape in the Netherlands seems influential when assessing the moral legitimacy of drones. Dutch              
citizens favouring right-wing political parties were significantly more positive on the morality of             
using drones than citizens favouring left-wing political parties.  
Theoretical contribution 
As for the theoretical contribution of this thesis, some words need to be dedicated to the normative                 
nature of moral legitimacy. I followed predominantly Beetham’s (1991, 2006) theory on legitimacy to              
focus on the normative aspect: legitimacy can come from legality or social norms and values, but the                 
basis of the legal rules should also be derived from social norms. My findings seem to justify his                  
theory as it seems that for the Netherlands, transparency is a significant social norm and produces                
moral legitimacy, and at the same time transparency about the use of drones could become entrenched                
in legal rules to produce legal legitimacy for drones as well. Even though different politically               
opinionated respondent had different perceptions of the morality of drones, the factorial ANOVAs             
showed that transparency remained a significant producer of moral legitimacy throughout the political             
spectrum. This justifies the works of Kibler and Kautonen (2016) who claimed that moral standards               
are internalised by all subjects of a regime and that their behaviour is guided by these common values.  
It must also be noted from the findings of this theses that transparency is a much more specific value                   
than acting for the common good and that the specific value was supported a producer of moral                 
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legitimacy whereas acting for the common good was not. This would to some degree contravene the                
theories of Foldvary (2012) and Melé and Armengou (2015, p.731): they both held that when one                
measures a moral standard, its should be derived from the most broad, or close to universal,                
principles. My findings would be at variance with this claim, as Mazepus (2017) for example found                
that transparency is very important only for the Netherlands and Ukraine, whereas acting for the               
common good was important in France, Poland, Ukraine and Russia. Also Melé and Armengou (2015,               
p.733-4) argue that every entity with power and influence can only enjoy ethical support if they                
contribute to the common good. They denounce the importance of social moral perceptions (Melé and               
Armengou, 2015, p.731). My findings contravene this by empirically showing that at least for the               
Netherlands, only social moral values produce moral legitimacy and the broad moral principle of              
acting for the common good does not.  
Policy implications 
As for the use of drones, experts agree that drones will remain an essential instrument in the inventory                  
of militaries all over the world (Strawser, 2013; Franke, 2014). This is due to the fact that there is no                    
global avidity for changing the international legal rules; drones are cheap to acquire, simple to               
operate, and replaceable; and drones can perform military actions no man or manned vehicle was               
previously capable of. However, governments all over the world could benefit from enjoying popular              
support when deploying drones as the loss of popular trust for one activity performed by authorities                
can spill over to the authorities in general (Fallon, 2005). In democracies, this could lead to                
re-elections, or a severe loss of votes for the incumbent leading party in a subsequent election. My                 
findings show that for countries where transparency is one of the most valued social norms,               
authorities can enjoy a higher degree of moral legitimacy when using drones if they are open and clear                  
about the goals and results of drone deployment. So if the governments from the Netherlands or                
Ukraine wishes to buy, develop and deploy drones in the nearby future, they should be transparent                
about them.  
In addition, Joshi and Stein (2013, p.65) stated that “the United States has reportedly done more than                 
nearly any other nation engaged in targeted killing - an admittedly low bar - to develop a rudimentary                  
procedural, legal and doctrinal framework for the lethal use of drones. As Caitlyn Hayden,              
spokeswoman for the US National security Council, put it in March 2013, ‘we are establishing               
standards other nations may follow.’ But even that framework is opaque and fragmentary. There is no                
inherent reason why other countries cannot develop far more sophisticated parameters for using             
drones. But are they doing so?” The authors make a very valid point by questioning the inability of                  
other drone users around the world to provide an exemplar template for the world. Were the                
Netherlands ever planning on using drones, it should indeed be part of a procedural, legal and                
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doctrinal framework. My findings indicate that indeed that framework should not be opaque but              
transparent instead. For example, the military can report why they used drones instead of other               
manned vehicles, what they expected and what information was gathered. They could further include              
what options they had for taking out a target. This way, the decision could be much more justified.                  
However, it is quite rare that states would be so open about military tactics and strategies as this puts                   
militaries under constant scrutiny. However, periodic reporting to parliament or even only to the              
minister could be useful, as they then have the discretion of making public statements or organising                
press conferences. If the Netherlands or any other country manages to produce such a publicly               
transparent framework, they could be the first to eradicate the popular controversiality of the lethal               
use of drones. 
Limitations and future research 
Further research on the topic of drones is highly recommended as more empirical data is definitely                
needed. For example, this thesis unfortunately had limited resources and time and a greater sample               
size would definitely be beneficial in future research. This also limited the scale, resulting in only                
empirically testing the influence of two values. Therefore, this thesis has only been able to partially                
alleviate the research gap on the moral legitimacy of drones. Future researchers can build on my                
methodology and findings to further expand the scope and to either complement my findings, or to                
incorporate them inside a greater context. There would for example be great merit in a PhD thesis                 
broadening and deepening my thesis for greater comparability of national values to determine how              
different European countries assess the moral legitimacy of drones.  
Also the type of sample and case selection should be explored. I used students specifically because                
they are proven to be useful in measuring political concepts and that they pose a useful sample for the                   
general public. However, this could be different in other countries. Also other homogeneous sample              
groups could produce different results. As for the case selection, future researchers should definitely              
look more into countries that are actually deploying drones at the moment and that are just like the US                   
under scrutiny for it. Recommend countries could be Turkey and India for example (Joshi and Stein,                
2013). Nonetheless, the unique contribution of this thesis should not be overlooked as it empirically               
tested possible producers of moral legitimacy for drones, which has not yet been done before. 
This thesis has been submitted on the 23rd May 2018 as part of the Advanced Master of Science                  
International Relations and Diplomacy programme of Leiden University and the Netherlands Institute            
for International Relations Clingendael. All ensuing questions, remarks and requests may be directed             
to the researcher by e-mail via: ​Gijsvandergracht@gmail.com  
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Appendix A: The vignettes 
General vignette in English 
TRANSP / ​NONTRANS COMM / ​NONCOM 
Tensions in eastern Egypt have erupted into armed conflict and the press has already reported many                
human rights violations. The United Nations calls upon all Member States to help preventing the crisis                
from escalating further. Although not many countries participated, the government of the Netherlands             
has decided to send 45 military officers, and their new fleet of 8 MQ-9 drones equipped with Hellfire                  
missiles for aerial support.  
After one year, ​[the Dutch government] ​[an independent reporting agency] published a report             
regarding the results of their military operation. ​[The government stated that in] ​[It estimated that               
through] 23 aerial missions, the Dutch drones managed to take out 6 high ranking officers of the rebel                  
groups. Furthermore, it was estimated that between 20 to 30 other casualties were involved, consisting               
of both combatants as well as civilians. ​[The Dutch government was unavailable for any comments.] 
After two years, armed violence has decreased in the region and it is slowly starting to rehabilitate.                 
[The Dutch government held a press conference reflecting on their goals and role in the region. The                 
Dutch government] ​[Again, the reporting agency published a report, now including leaked Dutch             
policy briefs, which showed that the Dutch government] ​primarily sent drones as they were easy to                
deploy and the government expected that the intervention would generate no benefits for the              
Netherlands. ​[However, later it turned out that the Netherlands received multiple contracts for             
rebuilding projects in both water and road infrastructure and other water projects in Egypt. In addition,                
tourism increased significantly between the Netherlands and Egypt in both ways. This produced a lot               
of revenue for the Netherlands.] ​[Later, it even turned out that the Netherlands could not leave the                 
region as that would undo all their work. The entire mission ended up costing the Netherlands much                 
more money than originally anticipated and this deficit in budget was compensated by money coming               
from national budgets for culture and education.] 
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Actual vignettes in Dutch 
Table 7.​ Variable manipulation per vignette. 
Variable Manipulation 
Transparency X = Transparent O = Non-transparent 
For the common good X = Positive O = Negative 
 
 V1 V2 V3 V4 
Transparency X X O O 
For the common good X O X O 
Word count 209 220 219 230 
 
V1​: De spanningen in oost-Egypte zijn uitgegroeid tot een gewapend conflict en de media rapporteert               
vele schendingen van mensenrechten. De Verenigde Naties heeft alle landen opgeroepen om te helpen              
voorkomen dat de crisis verder escaleert. Alhoewel niet veel landen meedoen, besluit de overheid van               
Nederland om 45 militaire officieren te sturen, en hun nieuwe vloot van 8 MQ-9 drones, voorzien van                 
raketten voor luchtondersteuning.  
Na een jaar publiceert de Nederlandse overheid een rapport over de voorlopige resultaten van de               
militaire actie. Daarin geeft de overheid aan dat de 23 luchtaanvallen uitgevoerd door de overheid 6                
belangrijke officieren van de rebellen hebben uitgeschakeld. Verder zijn er naar schatting 20 to 30               
andere slachtoffers bij gevallen, zowel strijders als burgers.  
Na twee jaar is het geweld behoorlijk afgenomen in de regio en langzaam begint de wederopbouw. De                 
Nederlandse overheid organiseert een persconferentie om te reflecteren op hun doel en rol in het               
conflictgebied. De overheid stuurde voornamelijk drones omdat de inzet relatief simpel was en             
Nederland waarschijnlijk weinig baat had bij de interventie. Achteraf bleek echter dat Nederlandse             
bedrijven dankzij de militaire aanwezigheid meerdere opdrachten kregen aangeboden voor de           
heropbouw van de regio, en waterprojecten in Egypte, wat veel geld opleverde voor Nederland. Ook               
toerisme tussen Nederland en Egypte nam aanzienlijk toe. 
V2​: De spanningen in oost-Egypte zijn uitgegroeid tot een gewapend conflict en de media rapporteert               
vele schendingen van mensenrechten. De Verenigde Naties heeft alle landen opgeroepen om te helpen              
voorkomen dat de crisis verder escaleert. Alhoewel niet veel landen meedoen, besluit de overheid van               
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Nederland om 45 militaire officieren te sturen, en hun nieuwe vloot van 8 MQ-9 drones, voorzien van                 
raketten voor luchtondersteuning.  
Na een jaar publiceert de Nederlandse overheid een rapport over de voorlopige resultaten van de               
militaire actie. Daarin geeft de overheid aan dat de 23 luchtaanvallen uitgevoerd door de overheid 6                
belangrijke officieren van de rebellen hebben uitgeschakeld. Verder zijn er naar schatting 20 to 30               
andere slachtoffers bij gevallen, zowel strijders als burgers.  
Na twee jaar is het geweld behoorlijk afgenomen in de regio en langzaam begint de wederopbouw. De                 
Nederlandse overheid organiseert een persconferentie om te reflecteren op hun doel en rol in het               
conflictgebied. De overheid stuurde voornamelijk drones omdat de inzet relatief simpel was en             
Nederland waarschijnlijk weinig baat had bij de interventie. Achteraf bleek zelfs dat Nederland de              
regio niet zomaar kon verlaten omdat dit al het werk van de interventie teniet zou doen. Hierdoor                 
kostte de missie Nederland veel meer geld dan begroot was. Het financiële gat voor de missie werd                 
gecompenseerd met geld uit de budgetten voor cultuur en onderwijs. 
V3​: De spanningen in oost-Egypte zijn uitgegroeid tot een gewapend conflict en de media rapporteert               
vele schendingen van mensenrechten. De Verenigde Naties heeft alle landen opgeroepen om te helpen              
voorkomen dat de crisis verder escaleert. Alhoewel niet veel landen meedoen, besluit de overheid van               
Nederland om 45 militaire officieren te sturen, en hun nieuwe vloot van 8 MQ-9 drones, voorzien van                 
raketten voor luchtondersteuning.  
Na een jaar publiceert een onafhankelijk journalistieke organisatie een rapport over de resultaten van              
de Nederlandse militaire operatie. Daarin schat de journalistieke organisatie dat de 23 luchtaanvallen             
uitgevoerd door de overheid 6 belangrijke officieren van de rebellen hebben uitgeschakeld. Verder             
zijn er naar schatting 20 to 30 andere slachtoffers bij gevallen, zowel strijders als burgers. De                
Nederlandse overheid was verder niet bereikbaar voor commentaar. 
Na twee jaar is het geweld behoorlijk afgenomen in de regio en langzaam begint de wederopbouw.                
Wederom kwam een onafhankelijk journalistieke organisatie met een rapport, inclusief gelekte           
Nederlandse beleidsnota’s. Dit toonde aan dat de overheid voornamelijk drones stuurde omdat de             
inzet relatief simpel was en Nederland waarschijnlijk weinig baat had bij de interventie. Achteraf              
bleek echter dat Nederlandse bedrijven dankzij de militaire aanwezigheid meerdere opdrachten kregen            
aangeboden voor de heropbouw van de regio, en waterprojecten in Egypte, wat veel geld opleverde               
voor Nederland. Ook toerisme tussen Nederland en Egypte nam aanzienlijk toe. 
V4​: De spanningen in oost-Egypte zijn uitgegroeid tot een gewapend conflict en de media rapporteert               
vele schendingen van mensenrechten. De Verenigde Naties heeft alle landen opgeroepen om te helpen              
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voorkomen dat de crisis verder escaleert. Alhoewel niet veel landen meedoen, besluit de overheid van               
Nederland om 45 militaire officieren te sturen, en hun nieuwe vloot van 8 MQ-9 drones, voorzien van                 
raketten voor luchtondersteuning.  
Na een jaar publiceert een onafhankelijk journalistieke organisatie een rapport over de resultaten van              
de Nederlandse militaire operatie. Daarin schat de journalistieke organisatie dat de 23 luchtaanvallen             
uitgevoerd door de overheid 6 belangrijke officieren van de rebellen hebben uitgeschakeld. Verder             
zijn er naar schatting 20 to 30 andere slachtoffers bij gevallen, zowel strijders als burgers. De                
Nederlandse overheid was verder niet bereikbaar voor commentaar. 
Na twee jaar is het geweld behoorlijk afgenomen in de regio en langzaam begint de wederopbouw.                
Wederom kwam een onafhankelijk journalistieke organisatie met een rapport, inclusief gelekte           
Nederlandse beleidsnota’s. Dit toonde aan dat de overheid voornamelijk drones stuurde omdat de             
inzet relatief simpel was en Nederland waarschijnlijk weinig baat had bij de interventie. Achteraf              
bleek zelfs dat Nederland de regio niet zomaar kon verlaten omdat dit al het werk van de interventie                  
teniet zou doen. Hierdoor kostte de missie Nederland veel meer geld dan begroot was. Het financiële                
gat voor de missie werd gecompenseerd met geld uit de budgetten voor cultuur en onderwijs.  
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Appendix B: The survey in English (not distributed) 
Manipulation checks 
Transparency:  
1. The Dutch government communicated openly and clearly the goals and results of the military               
action. 
Common good: 
2. The Dutch military action was economically beneficial to the Netherlands. 
7-point scale from 1 = Fully disagree to 7 = Fully agree 
Perceived moral legitimacy of drones 
1. The Dutch government acted ethically. 
2. The deployment of drones was understandable. 
3. I can accept the decision of the Dutch government. 
4. I can respect the decision to send drones. 
5. The Dutch government did what any Dutch citizen would have done. 
6. I think the use of drones is a proper military technology. 
7. I would like it if the Dutch government continues to use drones in the future. 
7-point scale from 1 = Fully disagree to 7 = Fully agree 
Control and descriptive questions 
1. Age Numerical: open question. 
2. Gender Nominal: a. Female b. Male. 
3. Study discipline Nominal: according to general Dutch disciplines. 
4. Year of study Ordinal: a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4 e. 5 f. 6 or more 
5. Voting behaviour Nominal: according to the parliamentary Dutch parties.  
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Appendix C: The survey in Dutch (as distributed) 
Manipulation checks 
Transparency:  
1. De Nederlandse overheid communiceerde open en duidelijk over de reden en resultaten van de               
militaire actie. 
Common good: 
2. De militaire actie was economisch gezien goed voor Nederland. 
7-point scale with: 1 = Helemaal mee oneens, 2 = Mee oneens, 3 = Beetje mee oneens, 4 = Neutraal,                    
5 = Beetje mee eens, 6 = Mee eens, 7 = Helemaal mee eens 
Perceived moral legitimacy of drones 
1. De overheid heeft moreel verantwoord gehandeld. 
2. Het inzetten van drones was begrijpelijk. 
3. Ik kan de keuze van de overheid accepteren. 
4. Ik kan de keuze om drones te sturen respecteren. 
5. De overheid handelde zoals iedere Nederlander gehandeld zou hebben in die situatie. 
6. Ik denk dat drones een passende militaire technologie is. 
7. Ik zou het fijn vinden als de overheid doorgaat met het inzetten van drones in de toekomst. 
7-point scale with: 1 = Helemaal mee oneens, 2 = Mee oneens, 3 = Beetje mee oneens, 4 = Neutraal,                    
5 = Beetje mee eens, 6 = Mee eens, 7 = Helemaal mee eens 
Control and descriptive questions 
1. Leeftijd Open vraag. 
2. Geslacht a. Vrouw b. Man. 
3. Studierichting a. Aarde/milieu, b. Economie/bedrijf, c. Exact/informatica, d.       
Gedrag/maatschappij, e. Gezondheid, f. Kunst/cultuur, g. Onderwijs, h. Recht/bestuur, i.          
Taal/communicatie, j. Techniek, k. Interdisciplinair. 
4. Studiejaar a. 1, b. 2, c. 3, d. 4, e. 5, f. 6 of hoger. 
5. Ik heb gestemd op of wil stemmen op:  
a. VVD, b. PVV, c. D66, d. CDA, e. PvdA, f. GroenLinks, g. SP, h. ChristenUnie, i. SGP, j.                   
PvdD, k. Anders / geen antwoord  
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Appendix D: Factor analysis of perceived moral legitimacy items 
Table 8 shows the principal axis factor analysis of the seven items that aimed at measuring perception                 
of moral legitimacy. Table 9 shows the full results of the Cronbach Alpha computation. 
Table 8.​ Principal axis factor analysis (N = 118, unrotated). 
 
Factor Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative 
Factor1 4.09 3.85 0.99 0.99 
Factor2 0.25 0.10 0.06 1.06 
Factor3 0.15 0.18 0.04 1.10 
Factor4 -0.03 0.06 -0.01 1.09 
Factor5 -0.09 0.04 -0.02 1.07 
Factor6 -0.13 0.02 -0.03 1.04 
Factor7 0.16  -0.04 1.00 
LR test: independent vs. saturated: chi-squared (21) = 507.72, Prob > chi-squared = <.001 
 
Table 9.​ Cronbach Alpha analysis (N = 118, sign = + for every item). 
Item Item-test corr. Item-rest corr. Avg. covariance Alpha 
Question 1 0.77 0.68 1.50 0.89 
Question 2 0.80 0.72 1.51 0.89 
Question 3 0.87 0.82 1.40 0.88 
Question 4 0.83 0.77 1.48 0.88 
Question 5 0.64 0.52 1.64 0.91 
Question 6 0.79 0.71 1.48 0.89 
Question 7 0.86 0.80 1.40 0.88 
Test scale 1.49 0.90 
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Appendix E: Factorial ANOVA including controls 
Table 10 shows the full results of the factorial ANOVA including the two main explanatory variables                
and the control variable of gender. Table 11 shows the full results of the factorial ANOVA including                 
the control variable of political orientation, according to the left/right scale. Table 12 shows the same,                
but according to the left/centre/right scale. Notable (but still not significant) differences are only at               
two-way interaction effects: Transparency x Common good (scale 1: p = .015, scale 2: p = .010) and                  
Common good x Political orientation (scale 1: p. = .211, scale 2: p. = .100). 
Table 10​. Factorial ANOVA incl. Gender (N = 118, Residual df = 110, Adj R-squared = .048). 
Source df F Prob > F Part. ​η​2 
Transparency 1 7.19 .009 .061 
Common good 1 0.25 .621 .002 
Gender 1 0.20 .652 .002 
Transparency x Common good 1 2.36 .128 .021 
Transparency x Gender 1 0.00 .994 .000 
Common good x Gender 1 2.01 .159 .018 
Transparency x Common good x Gender 1 0.71 .400 .006 
 
Table 11​. Factorial ANOVA incl. Political orientation, scale 1 (N = 105, Residual df = 97, Adj                 
R-squared = .126). 
Source df F Prob > F Part. ​η​2 
Transparency 1 7.60 .007 .073 
Common good 1 0.65 .423 .007 
Political orientation 2 4.98 .028 .049 
Transparency x Common good 1 6.08 .015 .059 
Transparency x Political orientation 2 0.10 .755 .001 
Common good x Political orientation 2 1.59 .211 .016 
Transparency x Common good x Political orientation 2 0.49 .487 .005 
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Table 12​. Factorial ANOVA incl. Political orientation, scale 2 (N = 105, Residual df = 93, Adj                 
R-squared = .144). 
Source df F Prob > F Part. ​η​2 
Transparency 1 8.20 .005 .081 
Common good 1 1.03 .312 .011 
Political orientation 2 3.30 .041 .066 
Transparency x Common good 1 6.93 .010 .069 
Transparency x Political orientation 2 0.24 .789 .005 
Common good x Political orientation 2 2.36 .100 .048 
Transparency x Common good x Political orientation 2 0.61 .547 .013 
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Appendix F: Margins of adjusted predictions 
Table 13 shows all the margins of the simple main effects of the interaction between transparency and                 
acting for the common good. First of the main factorial ANOVA and then of the factorial ANOVA                 
which includes political orientation. 
Table 13.​ Margins of adjusted predictions of both main and full model. 
Interaction of 
Comm x Trans 
Margin Std. Err. t P > t [95% Conf. Interval] 
 Post-ANOVA incl. Transparency x Common good 
0 x 0 3.783 .24 15.76 0.000 3.308 4.258 
0 x 1 4.776 .24 20.26 0.000 4.309 5.242 
1 x 0 4.241 .23 18.32 0.000 3.783 4.700 
1 x 1 4.538 .21 21.22 0.000 4.114 4.961 
 Post-ANOVA incl. Transparency x Common good x Political orientation 
0 x 0 3.558 .25 13.97 0.000 3.052 4.064 
0 x 1 4.848 .24 19.98 0.000 4.366 5.330 
1 x 0 4.295 .23 18.41 0.000 3.832 4.759 
1 x 1 4.366 .22 19.55 0.000 3.922 4.810 
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